COUNTY OF SAN MATEO
Inter-Departmental Correspondence
Health System
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BOARD MEETING DATE:
SPECIAL NOTICE/HEARING:
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June 17, 2011
July 12, 2011
None
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TO:

Honorable Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Jean S. Fraser, Chief, Health System
Susan Ehrlich, MD, MPP, Chief Executive Officer
San Mateo Medical Center

SUBJECT:

Agreement with Cardinal Health Pharmacy Services, L.L.C

RECOMMENDATION:
Adopt a Resolution authorizing the:
A)
President of the Board to execute an Agreement with Cardinal Health
Pharmacy Services, L.L.C. to provide Remote Order Entry pharmacy services
for the San Mateo Medical Center for the term of July 1, 2011 through June 30,
2014, for a maximum fiscal obligation of $600,000; and
B)

Chief of the Health System or designee to execute contract amendments which
modify the County’s maximum fiscal obligation by no more than $25,000 (in
aggregate), and/or modify the contract term and/or services so long as the
modified term or services is/are within the current or revised fiscal provisions.

BACKGROUND:
During the validation survey by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) concluded on September 1, 2010, San Mateo Medical Center (SMMC) was
found not to be in compliance with CMS conditions of participation because a
pharmacist did not always review medication orders prior to administration of the first
dose. This situation was caused in part because the SMMC pharmacy is not open 24
hours per day, seven days per week. The Plan of Correction was implemented by
having charge nurses call the pharmacist-on-call when necessary to review new
medications orders.
A follow-up survey on January 28, 2011, found that the plan did not meet the
conditions of participation because the pharmacists did not have access to the
pharmacy medication profile. The final CMS Plan of Correction required that SMMC
enter into a contract with a company to provide Remote Medication Order Entry
(ROE) during the hours the pharmacy is closed.

DISCUSSION:
In order to comply with the Plan of Correction, SMMC conducted a Request For
Proposals for the required services and has chosen Cardinal Heath Pharmacy
Services, L.L.C. (Cardinal) to provide ROE during the hours when the SMMC
pharmacy is closed. Registered Pharmacists employed by Cardinal Health, through a
secure connection, will review medication orders written when the pharmacy is closed
and enter those orders in the pharmacy information system. Nurses will then obtain
medications from either the automated dispensing cabinets or from the pharmacy
night medication storage area after a pharmacist has reviewed those orders and
found them to be appropriate. This service will permit SMMC to provide the same
standard of care provided during the hours the pharmacy is open, and SMMC will be
able to meet the CMS conditions of participation for pharmaceutical services.
County Counsel has reviewed and approved this Agreement and Resolution as to
form. The Contractor’s insurance has been reviewed and approved by Risk
Management.
The Contractor has assured compliance with the County’s Contractor Employee Jury
Service Ordinance, as well as all other contract provisions that are required by
County ordinance and administrative memoranda, including but not limited to
insurance, hold harmless, non-discrimination and equal benefits.
This Agreement contributes to the Shared Vision 2025 outcome of a Healthy
Community by providing access to quality products for SMMC patients. It is
anticipated that SMMC’s cost per adjusted patient day will increase from $881 to
$918.
Performance Measure:
Measure
SMMC cost per adjusted patient day

FY 2009-10
Actual
$881

FY 2010-11
Projected
$918*

*Due to increase in operating costs

FISCAL IMPACT:
The term of the Agreement is July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2014. The maximum
fiscal obligation is $600,000. Funds in the amount of $200,000 are included in the
SMMC tentatively Adopted FY 2011-12 Budget. Funds in the amount of $200,000
will be included in the SMMC FY 2012-13 Recommended Budget. Similar
arrangements will be made for future years.
Expenses at SMMC are covered by fees for services or third-party payors whenever
possible. The portion of expenses for services provided to the medically indigent or
to those covered by programs that do not meet the full costs of care are covered by
the County’s General Fund contribution to SMMC.

1.

Request for Proposals Matrix
General Description of RFP Remote Pharmacy Order Entry Service

2.

List key evaluation criteria

3.
4.

Where advertised
In addition to any
advertisement, list others to
whom RFP was sent

5.

Total number sent to
prospective proposers
Number of proposals
received
Who evaluated the
proposals

6.
7.

 Pharmacist review, verification and entry of
medication orders on a real-time basis (within 1
hour of receiving the order) consistent with
standards established by CMS and The Joint
Commission;
 Prioritizing orders that includes order entry of
STAT medication orders within 15 minutes;
 Utilization of the SMMC pharmacy medication
order entry system;
 Review drug information and relay to nursing and
medical staff;
 Clinical interventions and initiatives following
SMMC policies, procedures and protocols.
San Mateo Medical Center Website
Telepharmacy West
Remote Pharmacy Staffing
Remote Rx Staffing
Advanced Pharmacy Staffing
Virtual Pharmacy Staffing
Rx Remote Solutions
PharmD on Demand
BioPharmaceutics Corp.
Rxe-source Service
MediStar Healthcare Connections
Pipeline Telepharmacy Solutions
TelNet-Rx
Amerisource-Bergen Telepharmacy Solutions
12
5
Ron Keating Contracts Coordinator
Maxine da Roza Director of Materials Management
Gary Horne Director of Pharmacy
Jenna Bilinsk Nurse Manager
Sue Petterson Clinical Nurse
Philip Fortunato Controller

8.

In alphabetical order,
names of proposers (or
finalists, if applicable) and
location

Capstone Healthcare Group, Inc.
9841 Irvine Center Drive, Suite 150A
Irvine, CA 92618
Cardinal Health
1330 Enclave Parkway
Houston, TX 77077
MediStar Healthcare Connections Corp.
3300 N. Central Ave, Suite 2300
Phoenix, AZ 85012
Pipeline Healthcare Solution
601 Montgomery St., Suite 1800
San Francisco, CA 94111
Rx Remote Solutions
6409 Quail Hollow Rd.
Memphis, TN 38120

RESOLUTION NO. _____________
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, COUNTY OF SAN MATEO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA
* * * * * *
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE: A) PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD TO EXECUTE
AN AGREEMENT WITH CARDINAL HEALTH PHARMACY SERVICES, L.L.C. TO
PROVIDE REMOTE ORDER ENTRY PHARMACY SERVICES FOR THE SAN MATEO
MEDICAL CENTER FOR THE TERM OF JULY 1, 2011 THROUGH JUNE 30, 2014,
FOR A MAXIMUM FISCAL OBLIGATION OF $600,000; AND B) CHIEF OF THE
HEALTH SYSTEM OR DESIGNEE TO EXECUTE CONTRACT AMENDMENTS
WHICH MODIFY THE COUNTY’S MAXIMUM FISCAL OBLIGATION BY NO MORE
THAN $25,000 (IN AGGREGATE), AND/OR MODIFY THE CONTRACT TERM
AND/OR SERVICES SO LONG AS THE MODIFIED TERM OR SERVICES IS/ARE
WITHIN THE CURRENT OR REVISED FISCAL PROVISIONS
______________________________________________________________
RESOLVED, by the Board of Supervisors of the County of San Mateo, State of
California, that

WHEREAS, on September 1, 2010, San Mateo Medical Center (SMMC) was
found not to be in compliance with Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)
conditions of participation because a pharmacist did not always review medication
orders prior to administration of the first dose in part because the SMMC pharmacy is
not open 24 hours a day; and

WHEREAS, a Plan of Correction was implemented by having charge nurses
call the pharmacist-on-call when necessary to review new medications orders; and

WHEREAS, a follow-up survey on January 28, 2011 found that the plan did not
meet the conditions of participation because the pharmacists did not have access to the
pharmacy medication profile; and

WHEREAS, the final CMS Plan of Correction required that SMMC enter into a
contract with a company to provide Remote Medication Order Entry (ROE) during the
hours the pharmacy is closed; and

WHEREAS, SMMC conducted a Request For Proposals for the required
services and has chosen Cardinal Heath Pharmacy Services, L.L.C. (Cardinal) to
provide ROE services during the hours when the pharmacy is closed, thereby permitting
SMMC to provide the same standard of care provided during the hours the pharmacy is
open and to meet the CMS conditions of participation for pharmaceutical services; and

WHEREAS, both parties now wish to enter into an Agreement to provide ROE
services for SMMC for the period of July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2014, for a maximum
fiscal obligation of $600,000; and

WHEREAS, this Board has been presented with a form of such Agreement, has
examined and approved it as to both form and content, and desires to enter into it.

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY DETERMINED AND ORDERED that the
President of this Board of Supervisors be and is hereby authorized and directed to
execute said Agreement for and on behalf of the County of San Mateo, and the Clerk of
the Board shall attest the President’s signature thereto.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Chief of the Health System or designee
is authorized to execute contract amendments which modify the County’s maximum
fiscal obligation by no more than $25,000 (in aggregate), and/or modify the contract

term and/or services so long as the modified term or services is/are within the current or
revised fiscal provisions.
* * * * * *

